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Type IA DNA topoisomerases work with a unique mechanism of
strand passage through an enzyme-bridged, ssDNA gate, thus
enabling them to carry out diverse reactions in processing struc-
tures important for replication, recombination, and repair. Here we
report a unique reaction mediated by an archaeal type IA topoiso-
merase, the synthesis and dissolution of hemicatenanes. We
cloned, purified, and characterized an unusual type IA enzyme from
a hyperthermophilic archaeum, Nanoarchaeum equitans, which
is split into two pieces. The recombinant heterodimeric enzyme
has the expected activities in its preference of relaxing negatively
supercoiled DNA. Its amino acid sequence and cleavage site se-
quence analysis suggest that it is topoisomerase III, and there-
fore we named it “NeqTop3.” At high enzyme concentrations,
NeqTop3 can generate high-molecular-weight DNA networks.
Biochemical and electron microscopic data indicate that the
DNA networks are connected through hemicatenane linkages.
The hemicatenane formation likely is mediated by the single-
strand passage through denatured bubbles in the substrate DNA
under high temperature. NeqTop3 at lower concentrations can re-
verse hemicatenanes. A complex of human topoisomerase 3α, Bloom
helicase, and RecQ-mediated genome instability protein 1 and 2 can
partially disentangle the hemicatenane network. Both the formation
and dissolution of hemicatenanes by type IA topoisomerases dem-
onstrate that these enzymes have an important role in regulating
intermediates from replication, recombination, and repair.
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Type IA DNA topoisomerases are ubiquitous and highly con-
served enzymes that have essential functions for life. They

can efficiently alleviate DNA topological stress arising from
unwinding and rewinding DNA during the processes of replica-
tion, transcription, recombination, repair, and chromatin remod-
eling (1–4). These enzymes accomplish the feat of topological
transformation via strand passage through a reversible, enzyme-
bridged, single-strand break. The transient break is generated by
a reversible transesterification reaction: The active-site tyrosine
serves as a nucleophile to create phosphodiester linkage to the
nascent 5′-phosphoryl end; the 3′ end is bound noncovalently to
the enzyme, and its reversal can reseal the break. This unique
mechanism of strand passage through a tethered DNA gate allows
type IA enzymes to carry out reactions other than solely serving
as a swivel to relieve topological stress. The coordinated action
of type IA enzymes with DNA helicases adds further versatility
as a tool in regulating the production and resolution of inter-
mediates generated during recombination and repair (5).
Type IA enzymes are present in all three domains of life, and

they frequently exist in multiple forms in individual organisms. In
eubacteria, there are two closely related isozymes of topo-
isomerase I (Top1) and III (Top3). Archaea have Top1 and/or
Top3, and the hyperthermophiles have an additional type IA
enzyme, reverse gyrase, which can help protect their genomes
against duplex denaturation caused by the hostile temperatures
where they inhabit. Multicellular eukaryotes have two structurally

similar but functionally distinct isozymes, Top3α and Top3β.
Top3α is essential for viability; mice and Drosophila with Top3α
mutations die during early developmental stages, but animals with
Top3β mutations can survive to adulthood (6). Interestingly Top3α
has essential functions in two separate cellular compartments,
mitochondria and nucleus. Besides a requisite function in the nu-
cleus, Top3α also has a role in the maintenance of mitochondrial
DNA and its functions (7).
Both genetic and biochemical experiments demonstrate that

bacterial Top1 and Top3 have overlapping but distinct functions.
Top1 along with gyrase plays an important role in the homeo-
stasis of DNA supercoiling, with Top1 or gyrase removing either
excessive negative or positive supercoiling, respectively (8). For
example, plasmid DNA in bacteria with mutations inactivating
Top1 is hypernegatively supercoiled (9), whereas the converse is
true for bacteria with mutations inactivating gyrase (10). Because
Top3 remains active in Top1-mutant cells, this result also sug-
gests that Top1 is more efficient than Top3 in removing negative
supercoiling, a result that is consistent with their in vitro bio-
chemical properties (11). Although neither Top1 nor Top3 is
required for viability in bacteria, the combined mutations in
these isozymes are lethal (12, 13). However, the lethality of the
double knockout can be rescued with a mutation in RecA, a gene
with central importance in the homologous recombination path-
way (12). Thus, Top1 or Top3 can resolve the intermediates gen-
erated during genetic recombination, failure of which can lead to
cell death. The molecular nature of these cytotoxic recombination
intermediates remains to be elucidated.
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In addition to its overlapping functions with Top1, Top3
appears to have a unique biochemical role in chromosome seg-
regation. Top3 has been shown to separate the late-stage repli-
cation intermediates such as catenated sister plasmid DNA with
single-stranded gaps (14). In conjunction with RecQ helicase and
single-strand binding proteins, Top3 also can decatenate theta-
type replicating intermediates (15), and Top3/RecQ can catenate
plasmid DNA (16). These diverse reactions are mechanistically
related to the double Holliday junction dissolution reaction
mediated by eukaryotic Top3 (or Top3α) and RecQ helicase.
The convergent branch migration of the Holliday junctions will
lead to the formation of a hemicatenane or a joint molecule with
a limited number of single-strand, catenated interlocks, and ad-
ditional single-strand passage reactions by Top3 can lead to the
eventual separation of these topologically linked molecules (17).
We are interested in characterizing DNA topoisomerases from

hyperthermophilic archaea, especially those from a parasitic
archaeum, Nanoarchaeum equitans. It has a minimalistic genome
of 0.49 Mb and encodes only the absolutely indispensable mol-
ecules for life (18, 19). The Nanoarchaeum genome codes for two
type IA enzymes, reverse gyrase (20) and Top3, both of which
are from split genes. Here we show that recombinant Top3 from
coexpression of the split genes has the expected type IA enzy-
matic activities. We further show that it has a unique activity to
generate and dissolve hemicatenane network structures. Because
hemicatenane structures are potential intermediates from re-
plication, recombination, and repair processes, the creation and
characterization of hemicatenanes can be useful for providing
important mechanistic insight into DNA transactions by type
IA enzymes.

Results
Characterization of the Split Topoisomerase III in N. equitans. Type
IA topoisomerases, except for reverse gyrase, are present mostly
as one single polypeptide chain. In N. equitans, however, this gene
splits into two pieces, NEQ045 and NEQ324, according to its ge-
nomic sequence (18, 19), resulting in a hypothetical hetero-
dimeric type IA topoisomerase, a structure which has not been
reported before. Sequence alignment showed that NEQ045 cor-
responds to the N-terminal segment of Escherichia coli Top3 with
39% similarity (25% identity), and NEQ324 corresponds to the
E. coliC-terminal segment with 32% similarity (18% identity) (Fig.
S1). Domains I and III [topoisomerase-primase (TOPRIM) and
winged helix domain (WHD) domains, respectively] of type IA
core are encompassed in NEQ045, whereas domain IV [catabolic
gene activator protein (CAP)-like] is in NEQ324. Interestingly,
domain II (Hinge) is present in both subunits where the split site
is located at the apex of the hinge, near the proposed break-point
for gate opening (21). The residues essential for type IA enzyme
activity, such as the catalytic tyrosine and the DxD TOPRIMmotif,
are conserved in NEQ045. Because the sequence homology is closer
to that of Top3 and their biochemical activities are similar (as dis-
cussed in the following sections), we named the protein NeqTop3.
We constructed a vector for expressing NEQ045 and NEQ324

in E. coli and purified the heterodimeric protein to homogeneity
(Materials and Methods and Fig. S2). NEQ045 and NEQ324 as-
sociate tightly throughout the purification steps, including gel
filtration, indicating that they form a stable heterodimer.
To test if the purified protein has the expected topoisomerase

activities, we carried out supercoil relaxation assays. Type IA
topoisomerase requires a single-stranded region for strand pas-
sage reactions, and thus it prefers relaxing negatively rather than
positively supercoiled DNA. Unlike Drosophila topoisomerase
IB, which relaxes positively and negatively supercoiled DNA with
equal efficiency, NeqTop3 selectively relaxes the negatively super-
coiled DNA with a reaction time of less than 7 min, whereas no
relaxation for positively supercoiled DNA occurs after 60 min
(Fig. 1A). The topology of DNA was confirmed further by an-

alyzing the DNA products with gel electrophoresis in the presence
of netropsin, which overtwists the DNA, thus reducing the positive
supercoils or increasing the negative ones (Fig. 1B).
We also used “bubbled” DNA substrates which contain a

persistent single-stranded region to test the relaxation activity
(22). NeqTop3 relaxes bubbled substrates in both positively and
negatively supercoiled configurations (Fig. 1C); this result agrees
with the notion that type IA topoisomerases can act on DNA
regardless of its superhelical handedness as long as it harbors a
single-stranded region.

Analysis of the Cleavage Sequence of NeqTop3.Recent work showed
that three highly conserved arginine and aromatic residues in do-
main I (R169, R173, and Y177 in E. coli Top1) can account for
DNA cleavage site selection of Top1, known as “−4C specific-
ity,” the fourth residue 3′ to the cleavage being a cytosine (23).
These residues are absent in both eukaryotic and prokaryotic
Top3. NEQ045 lacks these residues, and sequence comparison
shows that it is more similar to prokaryotic Top3 than to Top1
(Fig. S3). To ascertain whether NeqTop3 has a DNA cleavage
sequence specificity like that of Top1 and to examine the pre-
ferred binding site of NeqTop3, we determined its cleavage site
sequences by primer extension using the NeqTop3-cleaved pUC19
as the DNA template. The cleavage hot spots are located mostly

Fig. 1. Type IA topoisomerase activity of NeqTop3. The relaxation assays
were carried out with different DNA substrates. The reaction times (in min)
are indicated on the top of each lane. (A) The preference for negatively
supercoiled DNA over positively supercoiled DNA is shown by the relaxation
reaction with NeqTop3. NeqTop3 (16 nM) completely relaxes negative
supercoils (NSC) in 7 min but not positive ones (PSC). DmTop1 (Dm1) served
as a control with which both negative and positive supercoils were relaxed.
(B) The topology of DNA substrates was confirmed by netropsin gels (con-
taining 5 μg/mL of netropsin). The reaction products shown in A were ana-
lyzed here to distinguish the negatively vs. positively supercoiled DNA and to
demonstrate that the positively supercoiled substrate was refractory to re-
laxation by NeqTop3. (C) With DNA containing a single-stranded bubble,
both positive and negative supercoils (+Bub or −Bub) can be relaxed.
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in AT-rich segments, and nucleotide sequence analysis shows that
the −4C specificity is not observed (Fig. S4). This result indicates
that NeqTop3 is more similar to prokaryotic Top3. Because AT-
rich sequences are prone to denature at high temperature, it also
demonstrates that this hyperthermophilic type IA topoisomerase
preferentially interacts with a partially denatured single-stranded
region when it is under the stress of negative supercoiling.

NeqTop3 Promotes DNA Network Formation. Although NeqTop3
is efficient in relaxing plasmid DNA at low concentrations, it
generates an aggregated network product with limiting mobility

in agarose gel electrophoresis when the enzyme is present at high
concentrations (Fig. 2A). The requirement for an excess of en-
zyme could be caused by the need for the enzyme to serve
a structural role in DNA condensation in addition to its function
in carrying out intermolecular strand passage reaction. To test
this hypothesis, we engineered and purified an active site Y293F
mutant and showed that it can substitute for the wild-type protein
in promoting network formation (Fig. 2B). NeqTop3-mediated
network production is both concentration and time dependent.
At a lower concentration of NeqTop3 (16 nM), DNA supercoils
were relaxed quickly but networks were not produced even after

Fig. 2. NeqTop3 induces the formation of a DNA network in a concentration-dependent manner. (A) Titration of NeqTop3 concentrations in relaxation
assays. DNA networks failing to enter the gel appeared when high levels of NeqTop3 (≥64 nM) were present. (B) A low level of NeqTop3 (16 nM) also induced
the formation of DNA networks when a high level of catalytic-dead NeqTop3 (128 nM) was included in the reaction. All the reactions were carried out at 80 °C
for 30 min. (C) Time-course experiments of DNA network formation. A low concentration (16 nM) of active NeqTop3 showed only relaxation activity (Center),
and a high concentration (128 nM) of catalytic-dead NeqTop3 had no effect on plasmid DNA (Left). When the two conditions were combined, aggregated
networks could form at the 1-min time point and increased gradually with longer incubations (Right). DNA concentrations in all assays were 2.8 nM.
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prolonged incubation (Fig. 2C). With a high concentration of
Y293F mutant protein neither supercoil relaxation nor network
formation was observed. Interestingly, with both mutant and wild-
type enzyme present, networks were produced in a time-dependent
manner, suggesting that the network formation requires an ex-
cessive amount of NeqTop3 acting to condense DNA.
There are precedents showing that DNA topoisomerases can

generate DNA networks. Aggregated DNA catenanes were ob-
served in a reaction with an excess of either DNA Top2 or Top1
(24–26) and with Top3 assisted by a RecQ DNA helicase (16).
However, the formation of catenated multimers mediated by
Top1 requires the presence of a preexisting nick in the DNA
substrate (25). Because the network formation with NeqTop3
was done with covalently closed plasmid DNA in the absence of
any helicase, it is unclear if the DNA aggregates were made
of catenanes.

Hemicatenane Structure of DNA Networks. Because type IA topo-
isomerase mediates strand passage through a single-stranded
region, if strand passage occurs between two bubbled regions in
plasmid DNA, it can produce DNA networks containing the
hemicatenane linkage (Fig. 3A). A simple diagnostic test for
catenane vs. hemicatenane DNA linkage can be performed by
linearizing DNA with a restriction enzyme: A catenane network
can be unraveled completely by linearization, but a hemicatenane
cannot be untangled readily. The aggregated network made by
NeqTop3 can be converted to linear DNA only partially after
restriction digestion, whereas in the control experiment the cate-
nane network is converted efficiently to a linear form (Fig. 3B).
We carried out similar experiments using network DNA products
generated under less efficient conditions, so that only a smaller
fraction of DNA was turned into high-molecular-weight species
(as shown in Fig. 2A). To enhance the sensitivity of the detection,
we used Southern blot analysis and probed with radio-labeled

DNA. We obtained similar results under these conditions, show-
ing that simpler hemicatenated networks cannot be unraveled
efficiently by restriction digestion (Fig. S5). Interestingly, we can
detect intermediate species with retarded mobilities compared
with substrate DNA. We used 2D gel electrophoresis to confirm
that neither the simpler nor the more complex network was
joined through covalent linkage (Fig. 3C). In 2D gel analysis, the
first dimensional run was under native conditions to resolve DNA
according to size, and the second dimensional run was under al-
kaline conditions to disentangle the DNA not covalently joined. It
is clear from these results that both simple and complex networks
can be mostly converted to linear species after restriction digestion
and under denaturing conditions, as is consistent with notion that
they are hemicatenated species.
Two additional experiments were carried out to confirm that

the networks are hemicatenated. The proposed hemicatenane
can be considered as the simplest double Holliday junction with
two DNA helices conjoined by a single topological linkage. Be-
cause the Holliday junction is sensitive to cleavage by a resolvase
such as T7 endonuclease I (27), one would expect that NeqTop3-
generated networks can be resolved by T7 endonuclease I diges-
tion, and indeed this expectation is borne out by the experiments
(Fig. S6). We also show that the resolution of hemicatenated
networks is more efficient than the other two activities by T7
endonuclease I, linearization of nicked DNA and nicking/line-
arization of supercoiled DNA (Fig. S6). As a more direct way to
monitor the formation of hemicatenated networks, we visualized
hemicatenane species with different degrees of complexity by
electron microscopy. At various time points after the reaction
course and after reaction products had been purified of proteins,
we observed the formation of dimer, multimer, and aggregated
hemicatenanes with progressive complexity of hemicatenane
linkage (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. The hemicatenane structure of DNA networks. (A) A schematic model for generating and reversing hemicatenane linkage through single-strand
passage between two DNA bubbles. (B) Drosophila topoisomerase II (DmTop2)-induced catenane was resolved by restriction enzyme treatment, indicating
a topology of interlocked circular DNAs. The NeqTop3-induced network remained aggregated after restriction digestion, suggesting a distinct topology
compared with catenanes. (C) In 2D neutral-alkaline agarose gels, aggregated networks without restriction digestion appeared either as a ladder of simple
hemicatenanes or failed to enter the gel in complex hemicatenanes. After the linearization treatment by restriction digestion, most of the simple or complex
hemicatenanes were converted to linear fragments after denaturation, confirming that the network formation did not involve covalent joining of DNA.
Arrows indicate the position of linear monomer in the neutral dimension, and arrowheads indicate linear monomers under denaturing conditions. DNA
fragments migrating faster than linear monomers were generated by the DNA cleavage activity from an excess of NeqTop3 present in the reaction mixtures.
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Reversal of Hemicatenation with NeqTop3. The formation of hemic-
atenanes with high concentrations of NeqTop3 presumably
results from the enzyme’s dual role in both bringing together
DNA into a smaller hydrodynamic volume and mediating strand
passage through the single-stranded region. This proposal also
suggests that at a lower concentration of the enzyme the entropic
factor would drive the reversal of hemicatenation (Fig. 3A). We
tested this hypothesis by incubating the hemicatenane networks
with a lower level of NeqTop3, and the reaction products were
assayed at various time points. Under such conditions, NeqTop3
indeed can undo the network and regenerate the monomeric
plasmid DNA (Fig. 5A). Therefore, the strand-passage activity of
NeqTop3 can allow the interconversion between monomeric
circles and hemicatenane networks depending on the presence or
absence of DNA condensation.
The reversal of hemicatenation as shown here was carried out

with a less complex hemicatenane structure. We also noticed that
when such a reaction was performed with a highly complex, ag-
gregated network, the reversal efficiency was greatly reduced. It
is possible that multiple interlocked linkages in the complex
hemicatenanes may exclude enzymes from efficiently untying the
hemicatenane linkage.
The experiments presented here demonstrate that a type IA

enzyme such as NeqTop3 can mediate the equilibrium of a
hemicatenation reaction. However, it is unclear whether this re-
action is uniquely associated with a special function of NeqTop3.
Therefore we examined this question with another type IA en-
zyme, Top1 from Thermotoga maritima, and demonstrated that
TmaTop1 can mediate both hemicatenation and its reversal,
depending on the presence of DNA-condensing agents (Fig. S7).
This result thus suggests that hemicatenation is a unique reaction
mediated by a hyperthermophilic type IA enzyme.

Hemicatenane Can Be Dissolved by Human Dissolvasome. DNA
double-strand breaks can be repaired through a homologous
recombination pathway in which the double Holliday junction is a
key intermediate (28, 29). An important way to process a double

Holliday junction is through convergent branch migration medi-
ated through a coordinated action of Bloom syndrome heli-
case and Top3α, which results in exclusively noncrossover
products (30, 31). The hemicatenane structure can be considered
as a double Holliday junction with the least topological linkage
before its final dissolution. Therefore we expect hemicatenane
networks to be dissolved by the combined activities of Blm heli-
case and Top3α. Because human Blm, Top3α, and RecQ-mediated
genome instability protein 1 and 2 (Rmi1/Rmi2) form a complex,
the dissolvasome (32, 33), we prepared a complex of these four
purified proteins and tested whether they can dissolve hemi-
catenane networks (Fig. 5 B and C). Top3α alone is capable of
dissolving the network, and the presence of Blm/Rmi1/Rmi2
further stimulates this activity. Because only a single or a limited
number of topological linkages connect two helices in a hemic-
atenane, it is reasonable to expect that the strand-passage activity of
Top3α is responsible for the dissolution step, and the presence of
Rmi1/Rmi2 or Rmi1/Rmi2 and Blm can stimulate this activity
further in situations similar to previous observations regarding
the relaxation activity of Top3α (34, 35).This result adds addi-
tional evidence that the network is conjoined through hemic-
atenane linkages and that it can be dissolved by a type IA enzyme
from either a prokaryotic or eukaryotic source.

Discussion
In this study we demonstrated a reaction, DNA hemicatenane
network formation, mediated by a type IA topoisomerase. The
hemicatenated network is distinct from the catenated one in that
it cannot be untangled readily by linearizing DNA circles.
However, after linearization by restriction digestion, the hemic-
atenane network can be untangled under denaturing conditions,
demonstrating that there is no covalent joining in the hemic-
atenane formation. We also have used both electron microscopy
and resolution reaction by T7 endonuclease I treatment to
confirm the hemicatenane structure. The mechanism of this ef-
ficient hemicatenation reaction by a hyperthermophilic type IA

Fig. 4. Electron microscopy images of hemicatenane. (A) Plasmid DNAs form simple interlocked species in the NeqTop3 reaction. pUC19 DNA was incubated
with active NeqTop3 (16 nM) and catalytic-dead NeqTop3 (128 nM) at 80 °C for 90 s. (B and C) A moderately complex network (B) and a large and extensively
interlocked network (C), both from a 7-min reaction. All samples were purified free of proteins before electron microscopy analysis. (Scale bars: 200 nm in A
and B; 500 nm in C.).
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enzyme, such as NeqTop3, is presumably the result of strand
passage through the single-stranded bubbles created under high
temperature. Mapping of the DNA cleavage sites showed that
they are located in regions with high AT content, suggesting that
NeqTop3 acts on the regions that are prone to denaturation
under high temperature. Because NeqTop3 can generate nicks in
these AT-rich regions, it is possible that the fraying of single-
strand breaks at high temperature also can enhance the single-
strand character of DNA at NeqTop3 binding sites and facilitate
the hemicatenation or catenation reaction.
Although both hemicatenation and catenation can produce

aggregated DNA networks, the use of restriction digestion to
linearize the plasmid DNA can serve as a diagnostic test to dif-
ferentiate these DNA structures. The data presented here
demonstrated that, although most of the DNA after linearization
remained as interlocked networks, a fraction of DNA appeared
as freed linear products. It is possible that NeqTop3 can mediate
some extent of catenation. It is interesting that another mode of
catenation, a double-stranded segment sandwiched between two
complementary single strands, can be freed after restriction di-
gestion. However, the hemicatenane networks are not entirely
insensitive to liberation after linearization, because concerted

unwinding and rewinding in the front and in the wake of the
interlocked joint potentially can untangle the linkage, especially
if the hemicatenation site is proximal to the linear ends. Despite
this uncertainty in measuring the exact extent of catenation vs.
hemicatenation, the results presented here demonstrated that
most of the DNA networks produced by NeqTop3 are produced
through the hemicatenated linkage (Fig. 2B). The hemic-
atenation and catenation reactions are related by the number of
single-strand DNA passage events at a given site. It is unclear
what controls the strand passage to stop at the hemicatenane
stage because further strand passage reactions could lead to the
formation of catenane. In some situations a type IA enzyme can
mediate catenane formation of fully double-stranded DNA;
bacterial type IA enzyme can mediate the formation of inter-
locked rings among plasmid DNA containing at least a single-
strand break in one of the partner DNAs (25). With either
a preexisting single-stranded bubble or a coordinated unwinding
action by a yeast RecQ helicase, Sgs1, Top3 can catenate intact
plasmid DNA (36). A mechanistically similar reaction is ob-
served with bacterial RecQ helicase and Top3 (37). Four con-
secutive and coordinated strand-passage events are required to
generate one catenane interlock, but only one single-strand pas-
sage is needed to create a hemicatenane linkage. The mechanism
by which the extent of strand passage during each reaction cycle is
regulated remains to be elucidated.
Hemicatenane DNA previously was synthesized with a pair of

oligonucleotides containing dinucleotide repeats (38). In the
process of annealing the oligonucleotide pairs, slippage in base
pairing in the dinucleotide repeats allows the formation of
hemicatenane loops in a fraction of the annealed products. The
approach described in this paper provides a simple system for
investigating the mechanistic insights into both the generation
and dissolution of the hemicatenane. We can modulate the
complexity of hemicatenanes readily by varying the amounts of
topoisomerase, DNA condensation agents, and incubation time
(Fig. 2). Hemicatenanes are an important intermediate in rep-
lication, repair, and recombination processes and must be re-
solved to maintain genome stability. Some of the proposed
pathways that may lead to DNA structures related to hemic-
atenanes are shown in Fig. 6. Replication fork stalling caused by
DNA damage can generate structures of “pseudo-double Holli-
day junction,” the processing of which can result in hemic-
atenane linkage between the replicated DNA strands (39). At
a late stage of DNA replication, a theta-type late-replication
intermediate can form in which two replicated DNA rings are
linked by single-strand catenane in the unreplicated parental
duplex (40). The maturation of this replication intermediate can
lead to the formation of catenanes with single-strand breaks, which
then can be processed by a type IA enzyme to generate hemic-
atenanes. Similar structures of late replication, presegregation
sister chromatids with hemicatenane linkage, have been proposed
also to exist in the archaeal chromosomes (41) and in the products
from in vitro DNA replication of plasmid DNA using Xenopus
egg extracts (42). Finally, as described in the previous section,
the convergent branch migration of the double Holliday junction
leads to the formation of a hemicatenane before the eventual
dissolution of the conjoined DNA helices (17). In this case, only
a single topological linkage is responsible for connecting the pair
of DNA duplexes. The relative rate in the dissolution of the
hemicatenane compared with the overall branch migration and
the regulation in this final dissolution step may play a critical role
in the pairing of sister chromatids and in the processing of
recombination/repair intermediates.
The relevance of the hemicatenated network generated by

NeqTop3 to the double Holliday junction structure also is high-
lighted by the ability of the human dissolvasome, a protein complex
of Top3α/Blm/Rmi1/Rmi2, to disentangle the network structure.
The major enzymatic activity responsible for the dissolution ac-

Fig. 5. NeqTop3 and human Top3α can reverse hemicatenation. (A) Hemi-
catenanes can be reversed rapidly by a low level of NeqTop3 (8 nM) treat-
ment. The reversal is complete in 3 min, whereas the no-enzyme control
(Ctl., rightmost lane) shows no reversal. (B) Top3α can partially dissolve the
hemicatenane (lane 2). Rmi1/Rmi2 stimulates the activity of Top3α, both in
relaxation and dissolution. The reactions containing Blm, Top3α, and Rmi1/
Rmi2 showed the highest dissolution activity, with almost 80% of hemi-
catenane being dissolved. (C) Quantification of the hemicatenane DNA from
experiments similar to B (n = 3).
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tivity is from the strand-passage action of Top3α, whereas Blm
and Rmi1/Rmi2 play a role in facilitating the reaction, presumably
because the hemicatenane structure as synthesized by NeqTop3
contains a single or a limited number of topological linkages.
Therefore, the unwinding activity from the Blm helicase is not as
important as it is in the dissolution of double Holliday junction
structures containing a pair of duplexes with extensive base-paired
regions that require considerable branch migration to bring to-
gether the Holliday junctions. The exact roles of Blm and Rmi1/
Rmi2 in the disentanglement of hemicatenated networks now
can be examined with the substrate described here.

Materials and Methods
Sequence Alignment. Sequence alignment was performed using the AlignX
function from Vector NTI Advance 11 (Life Technologies, Invitrogen).

Expression and Purification of N. equitans Split Top3. The genes NEQ045 and
NEQ324 were synthesized, and the sequence was optimized with the codon
used for E. coli; a hexahistidine tag was introduced at the 3′ end of NEQ324.
These genes were subcloned into the pETDuet-1 vector (Novagen) for
coexpression.

The NeqTop3 protein was expressed in Rosetta (DE3, pLysS) cells (Novagen)
by induction with 0.5 mM IPTG for 20 h at 20 °C. The cells were harvested and
resuspended in lysis buffer consisting of 20 mM Tris·HCl (pH 8.0), 500 mM
NaCl, 1 mM PMSF, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, and protease inhibitor mixture
(Complete, EDTA-free tablets; Roche). After cell lysis by sonication, the cell
debris was removed by centrifugation (20,000 × g, 30 min), and the super-
natant of cell lysate (fraction I) was fractionated with four chromatographic
steps (GE Healthcare). The first step was a HisTrap FF crude Nickel column;
after loading, the column was washed successively with a lysis buffer con-
taining 20 mM and then 75 mM imidazole. NeqTop3 eluted at the 250-mM
imidazole step (fraction II) was purified further through the HiTrap Heparin
HP affinity column. The pooled peak fractions (fraction III) were diluted two
times with 20 mM Tris·HCl (pH 8.0) and adsorbed to Mono S 5/50 GL column,
and the peak eluted fractions were pooled as fraction IV. The final step was
gel filtration with HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 200, and fractions from a single
homogeneous peak were pooled, dialyzed overnight in 50% (vol/vol) glyc-
erol, 20 mM Tris·HCl (pH 8.0), 500 mM NaCl, 1 mM PMSF, and 5 mM
2-mercaptoethanol, and stored at −20 °C (fraction V).

Fraction V NeqTop3 was more than 98% pure as judged by PAGE, and
a purification table was constructed for all five purification steps (Fig. S3). The

final specific activity of fraction V was 3.9 × 104 U/mg with one unit defined
as the amount of enzyme required to relax 500 ng of negative-supercoiled
pUC19 in a reaction volume of 30 μL in 30 min at 80 °C.

Enzymes. Recombinant Drosophila Top1 (43) and Top2 (44) were purified
following published procedures. Purification of Archaeoglobus fulgidus re-
verse gyrase followed the procedure of Rodriguez and Stock (45). Top1 from
T. maritima was purified as described in ref. 46. All restriction endonucleases
and T7 endonuclease I were from New England BioLabs.

DNA Substrates. All DNA substrates except catenane/hemicatenane networks
were purified by CsCl-ethidium double-banding ultracentrifugation. Positive-
and negative-supercoiled bubbled DNA substrates were prepared as pre-
viously described (22). Nicked pUC19 DNA was made using DNase I with
a saturated amount of ethidium bromide to generate single-nicked plasmid
(47). DNA catenanes were prepared by published procedures (24). Reactions
for preparing hemicatenane contained 22.5 μg/mL (12.7 nM) pUC19 DNA,
10 mM Tris·HCl (pH 8.0), 50 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM EDTA, 50 μg/mL
gelatin, 16 nM active NeqTop3, and 128 nM catalytic-dead NeqTop3. Reac-
tions were performed at 80 °C for 90 s and were stopped by 15 mM EDTA,
0.3% SDS, and 0.75 mg/mL proteinase K, incubated at 45 °C for 30 min. The
DNA was purified by phenol-chloroform extraction and alcohol precipitation.

Relaxation Assays. Reactions contained 500 ng (2.8 nM) of DNA substrate,
10 mM Tris·HCl (pH 8.0), 50 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM EDTA, 50 μg/mL
gelatin, and an appropriate amount of NeqTop3 in a total volume of 30 μL,
with a drop of mineral oil layered on top. The reactions were performed at
80 °C for 30 min, stopped by 15 mM EDTA, 0.3% SDS, and 0.75 mg/mL
proteinase K, further incubated at 45 °C for 30 min, and analyzed by agarose
gel electrophoresis.

Hemicatenane Dissolution Assays. For dehemicatenation by NeqTop3, reac-
tions contained 500 ng of hemicatenane substrate, 10 mM Tris·HCl (pH 8.0),
50 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM EDTA, 50 μg/mL gelatin, and 8 nM of
NeqTop3 in a total volume of 20 μL. Reactions were carried out in 80 °C and
stopped by adding a stop solution to 15 mM EDTA, 0.3% SDS, and 0.75 mg/
mL proteinase K.

For hemicatenane dissolution by human enzymes, the reactions contained
40 mM Hepes·KOH (pH 7.5), 1 mM MgCl2, 50 μg/mL BSA, 1 mM DTT, and an
appropriate amount of Blm helicase, Top3α, and Rmi1/Rmi2 and with 1 mM
ATP in some of the reactions. Reactions were carried out at 37 °C for 1 h and
were stopped by 15 mM EDTA, 0.3% SDS, and 0.75 mg/mL proteinase K. For

Fig. 6. Schematic models for the generation of hemicatenane structures during DNA transactions. Three examples of pathways to yield hemicatenane
structures are shown here. (Left) Lagging strand synthesis encounters a damage site, and a pseudo-double Holliday structure can be produced by the pairing
of the lagging strand with the complementary leading strand. The dissolution of the pseudo-double Holliday structure leads to hemicatenanes and allows
replication to bypass the damage site. (Center) Convergence of two replication forks at the final stage of replication can lead to either single-strand catenane
or hemicatenane conjoining the two replicated duplexes. Both single-strand catenane and hemicatenane can be resolved by a type IA topoisomerase,
allowing the segregation of the daughter chromosomes. (Right) Convergent branch migration of a double Holliday junction can result in the formation of
a hemicatenane just before the final separation of two helices undergoing recombination.
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the analysis of hemicatenane by 2D agarose gel electrophoresis, samples first
were run in 1× Tris-phosphate electrophoresis buffer, 1 V/cm for 12 h at
room temperature, and then were presoaked in alkaline buffer (30 mM
NaOH, 1 mM EDTA) and run in 4 V/cm for 3 h at 4 °C under alkaline con-
ditions. To enhance the minor signals, the DNA was transferred to a nitro-
cellulose membrane and detected by Southern blot.

T7 Endonuclease I Sensitivity Assays. The T7 endonuclease I sensitivity assay
was done in a 30-μL reaction containing 500 ng DNA substrates plus an ap-
propriate amount of T7 endonuclease I (New England BioLabs) following the
manufacturer’s recommendation.

Electron Microscopy. The hemicatenane DNA product was purified to be free
of proteins and was suspended in 10 mM Tris·HCl (pH 8.0) and 1 mM EDTA.
Purified DNA was directly mounted on parlodion-coated 400-mesh copper
grids (EM Sciences) and visualized by electron microscopy as described pre-
viously (48).
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